
OPENLETTERS.
On a new code of nomencla

[In a private letter to <

following extract from it

was called forth by the editor's explanation that the Madison Con-

gress did not consider itself an international body, and that American

botanists were trying to arrange certain rules of nomenclature for their

own guidance, which would very likely be given as recommendations
to any International Congress considering the subject.— Eds.]

I am surprised to learn from your letter that the Ameru i

are working out a new code of nomenclature. That will produce a

schism between botanists, because the first code, that of Paris, can never

be set aside or upset as Americans have partly done already. It can

only be amended and augmented, and will be so maintained by con-

servative botanists in the future. Nomenclature in botany is more a

matter of science, ancient customs and justice, than of <

or convention; but has been treated by recent American botanists

(Greene, Britton, etc.) more absolutely or nationally (that is, with no

real convention for international science) than (as to their new propo-

ith experience, learning and justice. I have already pointed

0ut in m>' / that only a few of these
|

the condition for future not retroactive action,

the last meeting of the A. A. A. S., they made more

hich ' .__ .

Now you assert in your

proj.nsi

Mnese recommendations have been meanwhile appneuF.-
tically in American check lists, etc., such as the irrational application ot

the 1753 starting-point of nomenclature before a competent congress

agreed to it, these inconsistencies and subversions of the Pans Code
a%"° more recommendations but revolutions against the Paris Code.
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t the English do it without fixed principles,
it partly with revolutionary or wrong princ
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kind of humbug,
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es emendator of the Paris Code. I hope the A
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